Content: The proliferation of social media use has provided new avenues for Political Science research, both in relation to the quantitative description of social media data and when it comes to identifying the effects of social media interactions or experiences on political outcomes. Moreover, as due to the COVID-19 pandemic much of social life moved online, so did political life, providing new opportunities for field experimentalists. This module is concerned with how social media can be used as a platform to conduct online field experiments. Social media field experiments hold a lot of promise, but equally pose numerous methodological challenges that are also common in other contexts, but are aggrevated on social media: social media is all about interaction, hence how can the non-interference assumption plausibly hold? Moreover, many platforms only allow researchers to target users via geographical or demographic clusters, with important implications for statistical power. How can we deal with these common complications? This module sets out how different research teams have dealt with these questions.

Objectives: The goal of this short workshop is to provide participants with some of the methodological knowledge and the practical skills to design and analyse social media field experiments. The workshop consists of theoretical input in the form of three short lectures (45 minutes each) and 2 lab sessions (1 hour each). Participants will learn how to conduct complete and cluster random assignment in R using the randomizr package (Coppock, Cooper and Fultz, 2019), and will learn how to analyse data generated from social media field experiments following the "analyse as you randomize" dictum.

Prerequisite: The pre-requisites are familiarity with the potential outcomes framework as taught in most grad courses in causal inference (Neyman-Rubin causal model) as well as a good working knowledge of linear regression and hypothesis testing.

Course Pages: Data, code and readings will be distributed via dropbox.


Software: R Studio will be used throughout this module.

Workshop Outline

1. Social media experiments - promises and challenges (45 minutes lecture)
2. Individual-level assignment (45 minutes lecture and 1 hour lab)
3. Cluster-level assignment (45 minutes lecture and 1 hour lab)
Introduction

Reading


Content

- What are social media field experiments?
- Platforms
- Outcome measurement
- Ethical considerations
- Limits to generalizability

Individual level assignment

Method

Gerber and Green: Chapters 2 and 7

Application

Coppock, Alexander, Andrew Guess, and John Ternovski. "When treatments are tweets: A network mobilization experiment over Twitter." Political Behavior 38.1, 2016: 105-128.


Content

- Twitter as a platform for individual-level experimentation
• Avoiding spillovers
• Outcome measurement on and off social media
• Complete random assignment
• Sampling variability
• Power calculations

Cluster level assignment

Method


Gerber and Green: Chapter 3


Application


Content

• Facebook as a platform for cluster-randomly assigned experiments
• Clustering at the level of assignment
• The penalty to clustering
• Clustering at higher levels than the level of assignment
• What if levels of assignment and outcome measurement do not overlap
- Analyse as you randomize
- Power calculations